
The name BERHALTER is synonymous with the production of innovative and customised die-cutting 

systems. With 50 years of experience, ongoing further development and the constant adjustment 

turned us into a dynamic company. 
Our high-performance die-cutting machines present the most cost-effective solution for efficient and 

precision die-cutting from the roll for a whole range of printed and non-printed foil, paper and film 
material. 

 

Fastest high-speed die-cutting machines 
 

BERHALTER is the world's only manufacturer of flatbed die-cutting machines with its own tool-making 
shop. We assist customers as a highly professional and responsible partner for the complete die-

cutting process. As both a leading manufacturer of high-performance die-cutting machines and a 
specialist for die-cutting tools, we offer tailor-made services - 100% made in Switzerland. 

 

Versatile die-cutting systems 
 

The range of applications for BERHALTER die-cutting systems knows no bounds – our systems allow 
both intricate lid and label geometries as well as a wide range of different materials to be optimally 

processed and die-cut to perfection. 

 
 Flat packaging lids out of aluminium ( starting from 13µ) 

 Deep drawn (recessed) packaging lids out of aluminium  

 Labels out of compounds of plastic and/or paper  

 Labels out of polypropylene (BOPP) and other for IML applications (less than 40µ)  

 Paper labels and lightweight cardboard packaging 

 

As materials become ever more complex, thinner and more sensitive, and quality demands grow 
stricter, a perfect interplay between automatic die-cutting machines and die-cutting tools is more 

important than ever before. BERHALTER stay with customers throughout the entire die-cutting 
process and offer unique individuality as well as customised production optimisations. 

Precise and multi-functional die-cutting tools 

As a specialist in highly precise and multi-functional die-cutting tools, we can offer you perfect and 
individual product solutions. Using the BERHALTER die-cutting system, it is possible to realise any 

marketing solution without having to impose restrictions in terms of the choice and design of the 
packaging. 

 

Process security for die-cutting machines 
 

All BERHALTER die-cutting machines can be fitted out with additional options that provide further, 
substantial production optimisations. The world's first automatic in-register reel changer, which 

improves capacity through increased machine utilisation and reduced downtimes. The fully automatic 
handling system makes it possible to separate accurately counted lid and label stacks and place them 

fully automatically into a pre-defined position. 100% print and surface inspection systems, anti-static 

mechanisms, a marking and a counting station, web scrap withdrawal systems and many more 
functions like in-line embossing or in-line perforating of the film/foil increase your efficiency, 

productivity and production stability. 
 

 BERHALTER® REELsplicer™ - automatic in-register reel changing and splicing system  

 BERHALTER® PRINTinspect™ - 100% print inspection system - only errorless foil is punched  

 BERHALTER® WEBinspect™ - 100% surface inspection system - only errorless foil is punched  

 BERHALTER® BEAMstack™ - fully automatic label/lid counting, separation and handling system  

 BERHALTER® WEBslitter™ - automatic web slitter for increasing production enhancement 

 

Nothing is more convincing than experience. BERHALTER cordially invite customer to visit their 
showroom and test and experience the latest generation of machines as well as their numerous 

options and innovations. 
Customer satisfaction is our goal - We would like to welcome you as a guest, care for you as a 

satisfied customer and win you over as a friend. 

 


